LIBERTY OR DEATH OFFICIAL ERRATA March 1, 2016

RULE BOOK

- Page 6 Section 1.9: Add the following Squadron/Blockade impact on play: "BRITISH GARRISON NOT AVAILABLE IF FNI at level 3"
- Page 10 Section 3.2.1: PROCEDURE - Reward Loyalty reference should be to 1.7 not 6.2.
- Page 10 Section 3.2.2: Add "NOT AVAILABLE IF FNI at level 3" to the PROCEDURE
- Page 13 Section 3.4.1: Indian Gather (in PROCEDURE) add "may" before "instead either"
- Page 13 Section 3.4.4: "effected" should be "affected"
- Page 14 and 16: Battle Example diagram: remove 1 Underground War Party from each diagram, British Attacking in Pennsylvania and the situation after removal of losses.
- Page 15 Section 3.6.6: Calculate Attacker Loss Level example:
  - The Attacker’s modified Loss Level is 6 (Roll (3) + modifiers (+3))
- Page 16: The Situation after removal of losses - A Patriot Fort should be in Pennsylvania
- Page 17 Section 3.6.8: Win the Day example:
  - Since Royalists lost four pieces, the Patriots can shift Support 2 levels toward Active Opposition (4 pieces removed divided by 2, rounding down) doubled to 4 levels since Washington is in the space.
  - Pennsylvania increases one level to Active Opposition.
  - The Patriots choose to shift Maryland-Delaware from Active Support three levels to Passive Opposition (an adjacent space is shifted if no further shifts are possible in the Battle space).
- Page 18 Section 4.3.2: Partisans. PROCEDURE: delete “and Forts” as Forts can’t be removed using Partisans.
- Page 27 Section 8.4.7: "Pase" should be “Phase”
- Page 29: Add 8.5.9 Committees of Correspondence. If more than one space is eligible to Committees of Correspondence, first select the space or spaces with the lowest number of Raid markers, within that where the largest change in (Opposition - Support) is possible. Do not execute Committees of Correspondence in a space if only Raid markers would be removed.
- Page 30 Section 8.6.5: "Roduerige" should be "Roderigue"
- Page 30 Section 8.6.5: change “within that first to spaces with British pieces.” to “within each first to spaces with most British pieces.”
- Page 30 8.6.9: Change name to "French Redeployment." At the end, add: "Remove a Blockade from the City with least Support; remaining Blockades are moved to Cities with most Support."
- Page 30 8.7.1: TRADE: Replace rules text with "If there are Underground War Parties at any Village, Trade in the Village space with the most Underground War Parties, first requesting Resources from the British (if Non-player British, see 8.4.6 for results)." (Published rule is unclear regarding where to Trade if the British provide Resources.)
- Page 33 Control Definition: Delete the words: "during the Control Phase"
- Page 36 Section 2.1: Period Events Option – Short 1778-1780 - "77-78 stack on top."
- Page 37 Scenario instruction for each scenario. Add “FNI: 0” to each Scenario.
PLAYBOOK - Multiplayer Tutorial starting on page 2 of Playbook

- Page 5 second paragraph second line should read “very attractive and” (add “attractive”)
- Page 11 Supply Phase Second paragraph add “and Philadelphia” after “Quebec Province”
- Page 12 Support Phase Reward loyalty Paragraph: “British will pay 2 Resources to change the space 2 levels from neutral to Active Support”.
- Page 13 Desertion Phase Second paragraph: “The British currently have 6 Tories”
- Page 20 Example 2 Fourth paragraph - "Quebec City City" should be "Quebec City"
- Page 21, top left: "(two Resources, down from five to four)" should say "(two Resources, down from six to four)".

FACTION FOLDOUT

- Indian March Command says: Pay 0 for first from "an Indian Reserve Province" (singular). RULES Page 13 Section 3.4.2: Indian March says Pay 0 for first from "Indian Reserve Provinces" (plural) which is correct - Foldout should say “from Indian Reserve Provinces” (should be plural).
- Indian March Command, Delete "NOTE: NOT AVAILABLE IF FNI at level 3"

BRITISH NP EVENT INSTRUCTION

- Card 52: This is a copy-and-paste error from the Card 51 instruction. More appropriate instruction: "If possible remove French Regulars from spaces where Rebels outnumber present British."

INDIAN NP EVENT INSTRUCTION

- Card 80: Should read: “Choose Patriots and select spaces where a Patriot Fort would be removed. If none, choose Command & Special Activity instead.”

PATRIOT NP EVENT INSTRUCTION

- Card 80: Should read: “Choose Indians and select spaces where an Indian Village would be removed. If none, choose Command & Special Activity instead.”

PATRIOT NP AID

- Event or Command box – second bullet. Change “Active Opposition” to “Active Support”.

RANDOM SPACES PLAYER AID

- Georgia lists a population of 2 and it should be 1.

CLARIFICATIONS

- Page 6 Section 1.9 French Naval Intervention – Blockade impact on Muster
• “No British Muster of Regulars in that (Blockade) City,” nor may the British Muster Regulars in an adjacent Colony unless that Colony is also adjacent to another City that is not Blockaded.

• Page 7 Section 1.10 Washington’s “Leader Capability”
  o “Double Rebellion Win the Day in the space.” Double the shift of Support/Opposition in the Battle space earned by the Rebellion but does not double “Patriots may free Rally in any one eligible space, and French may move any Blockades from the Battle City to another City.”

• Page 7 Section 1.10 Howe’s “Leader Capability”
  o If FNI is at 1 (and TOA has been played), the British may first use Howe’s Capability to lower FNI 1 level (to 0) and then execute the FNI Special Activity at 0 to get 1D3 Resources.

• Page 8 Section 2.3.8 BRILLIANT STROKE CARD EVENTS
  o "Each Command and Special Activity is independent ..." still allows a Common Cause SA to affect a March or Battle Command on the same Brilliant Stroke card.

• Pages 11-14 Section 3.2.3, 3.3.2, 3.4.2, 3.5.4 March Commands
  o Note that no unit (regardless of Faction) may move more than once.

• Page 20 Section 6.2.1 Extended Supply Lines
  o For each Faction, determination of whether to pay 1 Resource to remain in the space is on a per space basis. Add “per space” after “pay one Resource” for the British, French and Indians.

Bot Rules General clarifications - Page 23 and after:

• "Most Control" means "Control of the largest total Population".
• "Most Support" means "Highest value of Support*Population for the spaces selected".
• "Unless otherwise specified" (e.g. in 8.1.2) means "If the relevant specific rules, Event Text, NP Instructions or NP Event Instructions leave any choice in the matter at hand". It does NOT mean to carry out actions or place/move/remove pieces that are not mentioned by an Event Text or NP instruction: for example, the NP French Muster instructions (8.6.4) specifically mention placing French Regulars, but does not mention placing Patriot Forts (even though that would be legal under rule 3.5.3). Since the NP instruction specifies placing French Regulars, it has "specified otherwise" and therefore overrules the generic "Unless otherwise specified" instructions in 8.1.2.

VASSAL NOTE

• In the Vassal module instruction Point 6 states: "During Winter Quarters card resolutions, press the "Control Snapshot" button on the toolbar. This will create temporary markers to mark the control situation. These temporary markers are deleted when the "Reset Phase" button is pressed."
  o This is not necessary as control changes instantly - including during the WQ Round.